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Abstract
In addition to the many different Nielsen-type numbers that have been introduced to study fixed
points, there are Nielsen-type numbers that have been created to study coincidences of maps;
intersections of maps; and preimages of maps. These problems, while distinct, are all similar, and the
Nielsen theories that have been created to study them display strong structural similarities as well.
In this paper, we explore these similarities, and show that the relations between the three theories
are closer and more formal than just similarity. There are transformations that allow any of the three
Nielsen problems to be converted into either of the other two. Analysis of these transformations
allows us to make precise the relationships between the three Nielsen theories. Ó 2000 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A prominent feature of Nielsen theory has been the development of “Nielsen-type”
theories. Nielsen theory was originally developed to study fixed points of self-maps
f :X→X of compact polyhedra. But the methods introduced in that problem have been
applied repeatedly to other problems. Many of these modifications apply the Nielsen
techniques to other fixed point problems: fixed points of pairs; fixed points of non-compact
spaces; periodic points; fixed points of homeomorphisms or area preserving maps; etc.
Others have carried the Nielsen techniques to other types of problems, developing Nielsen
invariants for coincidences of maps; for roots or zeros of functions; for intersections of
maps.
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What unites all of this work under the title of Nielsen theory is a common strategy, a
common methodology for analyzing the problems. The elements of this “Nielsen touch”
are well known (see Section 2 below). The creation of a Nielsen-type number usually
involves identifying a new problem (e.g., fixed points of symplectomorphisms) and,
following a “reasoning by analogy” strategy, carry the elements of Nielsen theory over
to the new problem. Of course, each branch of Nielsen theory has its own refinements,
depending on the structure of the particular problem, but there is a broad similarity of
methods that underlies all of Nielsen theory.
While the kindred nature of all branches of Nielsen theory is well known, some aspects
of the theory have been recognized to be related to one another in a more precise, formal
manner. The coincidence problem f,g :X→ Z studied by Schirmer [12] and Brooks [1]
was noted to contain as special cases the fixed point problem f, id :X→ X and root
problem f :X→ Z 3 a. The coincidence problem was itself later shown by Dobren´ko
and Kucharski [6] to be a special case of the generalized (root) problem 1 f :X→ Z ⊃ Y
that they considered.
This was the situation in 1993, when I began to consider how to formulate a Nielsen
theory for the intersection problem f :X→Z← Y :g. Two options presented themselves:
to develop the theory directly, following the usual pattern of analogies to guide the
development; or to transform intersection problems into the setting of [6], and then apply
the Nielsen theory developed there. Since it is more natural to develop intersection theory
in its own right, that was the path followed in [11]. But that left the question: were
the two formulations equivalent? Similarly, while Dobren´ko and Kucharski observed that
coincidence problems could be transformed to preimage problems, they did not explicitly
show that the two formulations were equivalent. Is the Nielsen coincidence theory of
Schirmer and Brooks equivalent to its reformulation in root theory?
These questions naturally suggest another, larger one. If the Nielsen theories for
coincidences and intersections developed in [1,11,12] are equivalent to their reformulations
as preimage problems, does this indicate that the preimage problem has some special
status as “the mother of all Nielsen theories?” That is, does the preimage theory somehow
properly contain all of the other Nielsen theories? Alternatively, is it somehow possible to
embed any of the three theories into any other? Might we just as well convert preimage
problems to intersection problems, or intersection problems to coincidence problems?
The purpose of this paper is to address these questions. The first observation (see
Section 3.1) is that there is in fact a cycle of transformations, from coincidences to
preimages; from preimages to intersections; and from intersections to coincidences.
Thus, any of the three Nielsen-type problems can indeed be converted into any other.
These transformations include the previously noted conversions from coincidences and
intersections to preimages.
Next, in Sections 3.2–3.7, we show that these transformations preserve almost all
of Nielsen theory. More precisely, the transformation from coincidences to preimages
preserves all of the Nielsen invariants, fully justifying the claims that coincidence theory
1 We will refer to this as the preimage problem, for reasons discussed below.
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can be viewed as a special case of preimage theory. On the other hand, the transformation
from preimages to intersections does not always preserve the Nielsen invariants, as an
example in Section 4.2 shows. Thus Nielsen preimage theory cannot be a special case of
Nielsen intersection theory.
These results heighten the significance of the third transformation. If the transformation
from intersections to coincidences preserves the Nielsen invariants, then intersection theory
can likewise be considered a special case of preimage theory. This will establish Nielsen
preimage theory as pre-eminent among the three. On the other hand, if there are intersection
problems whose Nielsen invariants are not preserved by the transformation to coincidence
problems, then the intersection and preimage theories will each stand as independent
branches of Nielsen theory. Unfortunately, this question is still open: there is good reason
to expect that the transformation does not always preserve Nielsen invariants (see the
discussion in Sections 3.4 and 4.2), but no examples demonstrating this behavior have
yet been established.
This discussion might be interpreted as lessening the significance of Nielsen coincidence
theory. There are at least two reasons why this is not the case. First, we will see in
Theorem 3.8 that, with a few low-dimensional exceptions, the three Nielsen theories
are all equivalent on compact manifolds. Second, Nielsen coincidence theory is far
more developed than the Nielsen theories for intersections and preimages. The ability
to transform the other problems into coincidence problems will allow us to transfer
coincidence results to intersection and preimage problems. As an example, the formulae
for Nielsen intersection and preimage numbers for tori are established in Section 4.1.
2. Nielsen-type problems
All of the various versions and ramifications of Nielsen theory have a common thread,
and a common mode of development. Without attempting to formalize this development,
we can identify the steps in a Nielsen-type constructions follows:
The setting: Two functions with a common image space are defined, and a set of
“overlapping” points is identified. These are points in the domains of the functions
whose images overlap, rather than the image points themselves. In the different
problems, this is the coincidence set, the intersection set or the preimage set.
Nielsen classes: The overlap set is partitioned into Nielsen equivalence classes, with two
points equivalent if there exists a path in the domain whose images under the two
functions are endpoint-homotopic in the image space.
Reidemeister classes: This geometric partition of the overlap set has an algebraic
analogue, the partitioning of the fundamental group of the image space into Reidemeister
classes. The number of Reidemeister classes gives an upper bound on the number of
Nielsen classes.
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Essential classes: A Nielsen class is topologically essential if it cannot be removed
by a homotopy; it is algebraically essential if there is an index defined, and that
index is non-zero. The (algebraic/topological) Nielsen number is the number of
(algebraically/topologically) essential Nielsen classes.
Homotopy invariance and Wecken property: The raison d’être of Nielsen numbers is
that they provide a lower bound for the cardinality of the overlap set. Further, since they
are also homotopy invariants, they provide a lower bound for the entire homotopy class.
We say that the Wecken property is satisfied when this lower bound is sharp—when there
are representatives in the homotopy class for which the Nielsen number is equal to the
cardinality of the overlap set. One of the basic problems in Nielsen theory is to identify
conditions that imply the Wecken property.
2.1. The three problems
While there are many variants of Nielsen theory, this study will focus on three:
coincidence theory, intersection theory and preimage theory. All have long pedigrees in
classical fixed point theory, and all have been studied independently from a Nielsen-
theoretic point of view.
From the point of view of Nielsen theory, the oldest of these is coincidence theory [1,12].
A coincidence problem consists of two spaces X, Y and two maps f,g :X→ Z. Here, the
overlap set is the coincidence set
C(f,g)= {x ∈X | f (x)= g(x)}.
Our primary interest lies not in determining C(f,g) for a single pair of maps, but in
determining the minimum number of coincidences that must occur for any pair of maps
homotopic to f and g. That is, we would like to determine
MC(f, g)=min{|C(f ′, g′)| | f ′ ' f, g′ ' g}.
Coincidence theory grows naturally out of fixed point theory, which can be thought of as
the special case g = id.
Next to be developed was Nielsen preimage theory, which can be viewed as a
generalization of Nielsen root theory. In its original form, a root problem consists of
f :X→ Z and a point z ∈ Z [1]. The root set is simply the preimage f−1(z). In the
generalization considered by Dobren´ko and Kucharski [6], a preimage problem consists of
f :X→ Z and a compact Y ⊂Z. The preimage set is
P(f ;Y )= f−1(Y )= {x ∈X | f (x) ∈ Y},
and the minimal cardinality of a preimage set across the homotopy class of f is
MP(f ;Y )=min{|P(f ′;Y )| | f ′ ' f }.
A comment on terminology is appropriate here. Dobren´ko and Kucharski gave no name
to the problem they considered, and referred to the Nielsen number they defined as the
Nielsen number of f with respect to Y . As their paper was entitled On the generalization
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of the Nielsen number, it might be reasonable to label the problem as a generalized root
problem, and the corresponding invariants as generalized root invariants. But, as the theory
developed in [6] is (at least) on a par with the coincidence and intersection theories, it
deserves a name in its own right, rather than being known as a generalization of some
other problem. As root theory is already used to describe the more restrictive problem, we
will follow the suggestion of Bob Brown and refer to the theory developed in [6] as Nielsen
preimage theory.
The most recent addition to the Nielsen stable is Nielsen intersection theory [11]. An
intersection problem consists of sets X, Y , Z and functions f :X→ Z, g :Y → Z (which
we will denote by the shorthand f :X→ Z← Y :g). The overlap set is the intersection set
I (f, g)= {(x, y) ∈X× Y | f (x)= g(y)},
and the minimum cardinality of an intersection set across the homotopy classes of f and g
is
MI(f, g)=min{|I (f ′, g′)| | f ′ ' f, g′ ' g}.
2.2. Nielsen classes
Since all of the spaces involved are compact Hausdorff, the overlap sets are all compact.
The next step is to partition these sets into equivalence classes, or Nielsen classes. This
can be formulated either in terms of covering spaces, or in a more geometrically intuitive
fashion in terms of paths. In coincidence theory, two points x0, x1 ∈ C(f,g) are Nielsen
equivalent if there is a path α : I → X with α(i)= xi such that f ◦ α ∼ g ◦ α. The set of
coincidence classes is denoted C(f, g). In intersection theory, (x0, y0), (x1, y1) ∈ I (f, g)
are Nielsen equivalent if there are paths α : I → X, β : I → Y with α(i) = xi , β(i) = yi
and f ◦ α ∼ g ◦ β . The set of intersection classes is I(f, g). In preimage theory, x0, x1 ∈
P(f ;Y ) are Nielsen equivalent if there are paths α : I → X, β : I → Z with α(i) = xi ,
β(i)= f (i) and f ◦ α ∼ β . The set of preimage classes is denoted P(f ;Y ).
If all of the spaces involved admit universal covers, we can give another characterization
of a Nielsen class. For coincidence problems, suppose f˜ , g˜ : X˜→ Z˜ are lifts of f,g :X→
Z. Then pX(C(f˜ , g˜)) is either empty, or a Nielsen coincidence class in C(f,g). Similarly,
if f˜ : X˜→ Z˜← Y˜ : g˜ covers f :X→ Z← Y :g, then (pX×pY )(I (f˜ , g˜)) is either empty,
or a Nielsen intersection class in I (f, g). For preimages, if f˜ : X˜→ Z˜ covers f :X→ Z
and ι˜ : Y˜ → Z˜ covers the inclusion map ιY :Y → Z, let Y ∗ = ι˜(Y˜ ). Then pX(f˜−1(Y ∗)) is
either empty, or a Nielsen preimage class. In all three cases, the overlap sets defined by two
different choices of lifts either coincide, or are disjoint. That is, the definition of a Nielsen
class is independent of the lift chosen to represent it.
In all cases, a Nielsen equivalence class is a union of components of the overlap set, and
so is compact and open in the overlap set.
2.3. Reidemeister classes
Associated with this geometric equivalence relation is an algebraic equivalence relation
on the fundamental group. The Nielsen relations are expressed in the domain, these
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algebraic relations are expressed in the fundamental group of the image. If f (x) = y =
g(x), we define an equivalence relation on pi1(Y, y) by setting β ∼ f#(α)βg#(α−1) for all
α ∈ pi1(X,x). The equivalence classes are Reidemeister classes and the number of such
classes is the Reidemeister number R(f,g). If f (x) = z = g(y), then the Reidemeister
relation on pi1(Z, z) is defined by setting γ ∼ f#(α)γg#(β) for every α ∈ pi1(X,x), β ∈
pi1(Y, y). To distinguish the intersection case from the coincidence case, the Reidemeister
number is denoted RI(f, g). For preimages, if f (x)= y ∈ Y , the Reidemeister relation on
pi1(Z,y) is defined by γ ∼ f#(α)γβ for all α ∈ pi1(X,x), β ∈ pi1(Y, y). The corresponding
Reidemeister number is R(f ;Y ).
In all three cases, the connection between Reidemeister classes and Nielsen classes
is that every Reidemeister class is associated with a different lift of the problem to the
universal cover, which is in turn associated with a different (possibly empty) Nielsen
class. That is, the number of Nielsen classes is always less than or equal to the number
of Reidemeister classes.
2.4. Essential classes
Once we have partitioned the set into Nielsen classes, the next step is to determine
which classes can be removed by a homotopy (inessential), and which persist under all
homotopies (essential). This leads us to the heart of the matter, the definition of the Nielsen
number.
A coincidence class pX(f˜ , g˜) is inessential if there exist homotopies F,G :X× I →Z
with F0 = f and G0 = g such that their lifts F˜ , G˜ : X˜ × I → Z˜ have F˜0 = f˜ , G˜0 = g˜
and C(F˜1, G˜1)= ∅. Otherwise, the coincidence class is essential. The number of essential
coincidence classes is the Nielsen coincidence number N(f,g).
An intersection class pX(f˜ , g˜) is inessential if there exist homotopiesF :X×I→ Z←
Y × I :G with F0 = f and G0 = g such that their lifts F˜ : X˜× I → Z˜← Y˜ × I : G˜ have
F˜0 = f˜ , G˜0 = g˜ and Int(F˜1, G˜1) = ∅. Otherwise, the intersection class is essential. The
number of essential intersection classes is the Nielsen intersection number NI(f, g).
A preimage class pX(f˜ ) is inessential if there exists a homotopy F :X × I → Z with
F0 = f such that its lift F˜ : X˜ × I → Z˜ has F˜0 = f˜ and F˜−11 (Y ∗) = ∅. Otherwise,
the preimage class is essential. The number of essential preimage classes is the Nielsen
preimage number N(f ;Y ). Note that there is an important difference in this case. For
coincidences and intersections, both of the functions could be modified by a homotopy, and
a class could be rendered inessential by modifications of either, or both. But for preimage
classes, only the function f , and not the subspace Y , can be modified by a homotopy. The
significance of this asymmetry in the definition will be explored below.
2.5. Algebraic indices
While the above definition of an essential class has clear advantages—it is meaningful
for all spaces, and it directly addresses the notation of “essential” as “persisting under all
homotopies”—it has one serious disadvantage. It is very difficult to compute. If an explicit
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homotopy can be given that deforms a Nielsen class to the empty set, then the class is
clearly inessential. But, to prove a class is essential, we must verify a negative, namely that
no homotopy eliminates the class. Of course, this is very difficult to do.
In the best traditions of algebraic topology, the solution is to replace the direct homotopy-
theoretic definition with an algebraic approximation. Namely, we associate (when possible)
an algebraic index to each Nielsen class, and define a class to be algebraically essential
if the index is non-zero. Unfortunately, these algebraic indices can only be defined in a
truly satisfactory manner when all of the spaces involved are compact manifolds, with
appropriate restrictions on the dimensions. For simplicity of exposition, we will assume
that all of the manifolds are orientable and without boundary, though neither assumption is
essential. The dimension restrictions are:
Coincidences: X and Z are compact orientable manifolds with dim(X)= dim(Z).
Intersections: X, Y and Z are compact orientable manifolds with dim(X) + dim(Y ) =
dim(Z).
Preimages: X, Y and Z are compact orientable manifolds with Y a submanifold of Z and
dim(X)+ dim(Y )= dim(Z).
All of the indices have both homological and differential formulations. The homological
formulations are simpler to describe, and will suffice for our purposes. Given f,g :X→Z
with dim(X) = dim(Z) = n, suppose C is an isolated set of coincidences in C(f,g).
Let U ⊂ V be neighborhoods of C in X such that U ⊂ V o and V ∩ C(f,g) = C. The
coincidence index Ind(f, g;C) is defined as the image of the generator of Hn(X) ∼= Z
under the composition
Hn(X) Hn(X,X \U) Hn(V,V \U)(f×g)∗∼= Hn(Z×Z,Z×Z \∆(Z)).
Given f :X→Z← Y :g with dim(X)+dim(Y )= dim(Z)= n, let J be an isolated set of
intersections in I (f, g). Choose U ⊂ V , neighborhoods of J in X × Y such that U ⊂ V o
and V ∩ I (f, g) = J . The intersection index Ind(f, g;J ) is defined as the image of the
generator of Hn(X× Y )∼= Z under the composition
Hn(X× Y ) Hn(X× Y,X× Y \U)
Hn(V,V \U)
∼=
(f×g)∗
Hn(Z×Z,Z×Z \∆(Z))∼= Z
Given f :X→ Z ⊃ Y with dim(X) = dim(Z) − dim(Y ) = m, suppose P ⊂ P(f ;Y ) is
an isolated set of preimages. Let U ⊂ V be neighborhoods of P in X such that U ⊂ V o
and V ∩ P(f ;Y )= P . The index Ind(f,Y ;P) is defined as the image of the generator of
Hm(X)∼= Z under the composition
Hm(X) Hm(X,X \U) Hm(V,V \U)∼= f∗ Hm(Z,Z \ Y ).
All of these indices have common and well-known properties: homotopy invariance,
additivity, a product formula, and units (i.e., if the maps are transverse at a point, it is
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isolated with index ±1, while the empty set has index 0). Since the total overlap set is
isolated, it has an index defined, which we refer to as the Lefschetz number: L(f,g) for
coincidences; LI(f, g) for intersections; and L(f ;Y ) for preimages. Of course, when Y is
a point, L(f ;Y ) is simply the degree of f .
Nielsen classes are also isolated, so they have indices defined. A Nielsen class is said
to be algebraically essential if the index of the class is non-zero; and to be algebraically
inessential if its index is zero. The algebraic Nielsen number is the number of algebraically
essential classes, and will be denoted Na(f,g), NIa(f, g) or Na(f ;Y ).
If a Nielsen class can be deformed to the empty set, then it has the same index as the
empty set: topologically inessential classes are algebraically inessential. Thus we have:
Proposition 2.1. If X, Y and Z are compact orientable manifolds, then
(1) Na(f,g)6N(f,g) for all f,g :X→Z;
(2) NIa(f, g)6 NI(f, g) for all f :X→ Z← Y :g; and
(3) Na(f ;Y )6N(f ;Y ) for all f :X→Z ⊃ Y .
2.6. Homotopy invariance
One of the basic properties of the Nielsen numbers is that they are homotopy invariants.
For example, if f ' f ′ :X→ Z and g ' g′ :Y → Z, then NI(f, g) = NI(f ′, g′). If the
intersection index is defined, then NIa(f, g)= NIa(f ′, g′).
This invariance is significant for several reasons. From a computational point of view, it
means that the value computed at one member of a homotopy class is valid for all members
of the homotopy class. Further, since the number of essential Nielsen classes is clearly a
lower bound for the number of elements of the overlap set, Nielsen numbers computed
at any choice of representatives give estimates on the overlap set for all elements of the
homotopy class. That is:
Proposition 2.2. For all X, Y and Z,
(1) N(f,g)6MC(f, g) for all f,g :X→ Z;
(2) NI(f, g)6MI(f, g) for all f :X→Z← Y :g; and
(3) N(f ;Y )6MP(f ;Y ) for all f :X→Z ⊃ Y .
2.7. The Wecken property
Whenever a lower bound like Proposition 2.2 is obtained, it is natural to ask when that
lower bound is sharp. A homotopy class is said to possess the Wecken property if the
inequality of Proposition 2.2 is an equality; the spaces possess the Wecken property if the
equality holds for all homotopy classes. For example, given f,g :X→ Z, f and g are
Wecken if there exist f ′ ' f , g′ ' g such that N(f,g)= |C(f ′, g′)|. The spaces X and Z
are Wecken if N(f,g)=MC(f, g) for all f,g :X→Z. To produce such an equality, there
are several challenges to be met. An essential class must be deformable to a single point; an
inessential class must be deformable to the empty set; and all of these deformations must
be simultaneously realizable.
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There only known procedure for meeting these challenges is the “Whitney trick”,
or Whitney embedding lemma. This requires compact orientable manifolds (to employ
algebraic indices) of sufficiently high dimension. The Whitney lemma actually lets us
realize the algebraic Nielsen number as a sharp lower bound, and so simultaneously
guarantees that the two Nielsen numbers coincide.
Theorem 2.3. If X, Y and Z are compact orientable manifolds, then
(1) If dim(X) = dim(Z) 6= 2, then Na(f,g) = N(f,g) =MC(f, g) for all f,g :X→
Z.
(2) If dim(X) + dim(Y ) = dim(Z) and max{dim(X),dim(Y )} 6= 2, then NIa(f, g) =
NI(f, g)=MI(f, g) for all f :X→Z← Y :g.
(3) If dim(X) + dim(Y ) = dim(Z) and dim(X) > 3, then Na(f ;Y ) = N(f ;Y ) =
MP(f ;Y ) for all f :X→ Z ⊃ Y .
3. Transformations
The structural similarities of the three Nielsen problems are clear. The goal now is to
show that the relationship between the three problems is stronger than that of analogy; that
any of the three problems can be transformed into any of the other two, in a way which
preserves (most of) the Nielsen theory quantities. The pattern of these transformations
will be
intersections coincidences
preimages
In this section, we define the three transformations, then consider how the various
Nielsen theory elements transform under them.
3.1. The three transformations
• Given a coincidence problem f,g :X→ Z, we can form the preimage problem in
which we consider the preimage of∆(Z)⊂Z×Z under the map f ×g :X→ Z×Z.
Then Coin(f, g)= P(f × g;∆(Z)).
• Given a preimage problem f :X→ Z and Y ⊂ Z, we can form the intersection
problem in which we consider f :X→ Z and the inclusion map ιY :Y → Z. Then
the map x→ (x, f (x)) defines a homeomorphism P(f ;Y )∼= Int(f, ιY ).
• Given an intersection problem f :X → Z ← Y :g, we can form a coincidence
problem in which we consider f ◦ pX :X × Y → Z and g ◦ pY :X × Y → Z,
where pX and pY are the projections of X × Y onto X and Y , respectively. Then
Int(f, g)= Coin(f ◦ pX,g ◦ pY ).
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Before we consider how Nielsen theory behaves under these transformations, some
observations about the transformations themselves are in order.
• The transformations from coincidences to preimages, and from intersections to
coincidences, do not change the overlaps sets. That is, the new overlap set is precisely
equal to the old one. In the transformation from preimages to intersections, the
new intersection set is the essentially the graph of the old preimage set: clearly
homeomorphic, but not equal as sets.
• The transformations from preimages to intersections, and from intersections to
coincidences, do not change the image space. In particular, they are dimension-
preserving. The transformation from coincidences to preimages, however, changes
the image from Z to Z × Z, and so increases the dimension of the problem. If we
start with any one of the three problems, and cycle through the three transformations
to return back to a problem of the same type, the dimension of the problem will have
doubled in the process. This will have particular significance for the Wecken property,
which has a dependence on dimension.
• The transformation from coincidences to preimages was noted in [6]. In [1], it was
observed that the classic root problem (i.e., determining the cardinality of f−1(z)
for z ∈ Z) could be converted into a coincidence problem f, c :X→ Z, where cz
was the constant map with value z. The transformations above include this. Given
f :X → Z ∈ z, the transformation to an intersection problem, and thence to a
coincidence problem, produces
fpX, ιzpz :X× {z}→Z or f, cz :X→ Z.
• On the other hand, this is different than the transformation from coincidences to roots
employed by Brooks and Wong in [5] and by Wong in [13]. The transformations they
constructed depended heavily on the special properties of the homogeneous spaces
they studied, and do not generalize to all coincidence problems.
• The transformation from preimages to intersections can be compared to the transfor-
mation from fixed points to coincidences. There, the “transformation” consists first
of viewing fixed points of f :X→X as coincidences of f and idX . But, in the fixed
point point problem, only f can be varied by a homotopy; while in the coincidence
problem, both f and idX can be varied by a homotopy. Brooks [2] showed that for
manifolds of dimension 2 or more, this transformation does not change the Nielsen
number. This suggests that the transformation from preimages to intersections should
not change the Nielsen numbers—at least not for manifolds of sufficiently high di-
mension.
• It is clear that we could define categories of coincidence problems, intersections and
preimage problems. The transformations are then easily shown to be functors on those
categories.
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3.2. Nielsen classes
For the transformations to be suitable for Nielsen theory, they must preserve the
partitioning of the overlap set into Nielsen classes. It is easy to verify that all three
transformations do so.
Proposition 3.1. The bijections
C(f,g)→ P (f × g;∆(Z)),
P (f ;Y )→ I (f, ιY ),
I (f, g)→ C(f ◦ pX,g ◦ pY )
all preserve Nielsen classes.
Proof. If x0, x1 ∈ C(f,g), with ω a path in X from x0 to x1 such that fω ' gω, then
(f × g)ω ' (f × f )ω, which lies in ∆(Z). If x0, x1 ∈ P(f ;Y ), with α a path in X from
x0 to x1 such that fα ' β for some path β in Y , then β is a path from f (x0) to f (x1), and
fα ' ιY β in Z. If (x0, y0), (x1, y1) ∈ I (f, g), with paths α from x0 to x1 and β from y0 to
y1 such that f α ' gβ , then α × β is a path in X× Y from (x0, y0) to (x1, y1) such that
f ◦ pX ◦ (α × β)= f ◦ α ' g ◦ β = g ◦ pY ◦ (α × β). 2
3.3. Reidemeister classes
The transformations also preserve Reidemeister classes and Reidemeister numbers.
Proposition 3.2. If X, Y and Z are compact and admit universal covers, then
• The transformation from coincidences to preimages induces a bijection on Reidemeis-
ter classes. Given f,g :X→ Z, suppose x0 ∈ C(f,g) with z0 = f (x0). If ι0 :Z→
Z×Z is the inclusion ι0(z)= (z, z0), then ι0# :pi1(Z, z0)→ pi1(Z×Z, (z0, z0)) maps
Reidemeister classes to Reidemeister classes, and defines a bijection
R(ι#) :R(f,g)→ R
(
f × g;∆(Z)).
• The transformations from preimages to intersections, and from intersections to
coincidences, leave the Reidemeister classes unchanged: R(f ;Y )= RI(f, ιY ) for all
f :X→Z ⊃ Y and RI(f, g)=R(fpX,gpY ) for all f :X→Z← Y :g.
Proof. Given coincidence problem f,g :X→ Z, the corresponding preimage problem
f × g :X→ Z×Z ⊃∆(Z) has Reidemeister relation
(γ1, γ2)'
(
f#(α), g#(α)
)
(γ1, γ2)(γ, γ ),
for all α ∈ pi1(X), γ ∈ pi1(Z). In particular, (γ1, γ2)' (γ1γ−12 ,1), so every Reidemeister
class in pi1(Z× Z)∼= pi1(Z)× pi1(Z) has a representative in pi1(Z)× {1}. It suffices then
to show that ι0 :pi1(Z)→ pi1(Z)× {1} defines a bijection on Reidemeister classes.
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In the coincidence problem, the equivalence relation is γ ' f#(α)γg#(α−1), while the
restriction of the preimage problem’s equivalence relation to pi1(Z)× {1} is
(γ1,1)'
(
f#(α), g#(α)
)
(γ1,1)
(
g#(α
−1), g#(α−1)
)
.
Clearly, these two equivalence relations coincide.
The transformations from preimages to intersections, and from intersections to coinci-
dences, are even more straightforward. The fundamental groups involved do not change,
and it is routine to check that the equivalence relations involved agree with each other. 2
3.4. Essential classes
To this point, the transformations have preserved perfectly all of the Nielsen properties.
We now encounter the first, and most significant, property that is not completely preserved
by the transformations: essential Nielsen classes do not always transform to essential
classes. On the other hand, inessential classes do always transform to inessential classes;
and we can identify several situations in which essential classes are likewise preserved by
the transformations.
Proposition 3.3. The bijections
C(f, g)→ P(f × g;∆(Z)),
P(f ;Y )→ I(f, ιY ),
I(f, g)→ C(f ◦ pX,g ◦ pY )
map inessential classes to inessential classes. The transformation from coincidences to
preimages maps essential classes to essential classes.
Proof. If C ∈ C(f, g) is an inessential coincidence class, then there are homotopies
F,G :X× I →Z and lifts F˜ , G˜ : X˜× I → Z˜ such that
pX
(
C(F˜0, G˜0)
)= C and pX(C(F˜1, G˜1))= ∅.
As a preimage class, C = pX((f˜ × g˜)−1(∆(Z˜))) will be inessential if there is a homotopy
of f × g whose lift based at f˜ × g˜ deforms the image of X off of the diagonal. Let
H :X→ Z × Z be defined by H(x, t) = (F (x, t),G(x, t)), and let H˜ : X˜ × I → Z˜ × Z˜
be the lift defined by H˜t = (F˜t , G˜t ). Since pX(C(F˜1, G˜1))= ∅, clearly C(F˜1, G˜1)= ∅, so
the image of F˜1 × G˜1 is disjoint from the diagonal∆(Z˜) in Z˜× Z˜.
On the other hand, if C ∈ C(f, g) is a coincidence class that is inessential when viewed
as a preimage class, that means that there is a homotopy H :X × I → Z × Z such
that H0 = f × g and the appropriate lift H˜ : X˜ × I → Z˜ × Z˜ has H˜−11 (∆(Z˜)) = ∅. If
p1,p2 :Z × Z→ Z are the projections onto the first and second factors, let F = p1 ◦H
and G= p2 ◦H , and let F˜ , G˜ be the corresponding lifts based at f˜ and g˜. Then
C(F˜1, G˜1)= H˜−11
(
∆(Z˜)
)= ∅.
Thus C is inessential as a coincidence class.
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The transformation from preimages to intersections is the simplest of all. If a preimage
class P ∈ P(f ;Y ) can be deformed to the empty set via a homotopy F , then the same
homotopy (with ιY :Y → Z held constant) deforms the intersection set to the empty set.
The transformation from intersections to coincidences is similar. If I ∈ I(f, g) is an
inessential intersection class, then there are homotopies F and G that deform I to the
emptyset. Then there are homotopies F ∗,G∗ :X × Y × I → Z defined by F ∗(x, y, t) =
F(x, t), G∗(x, y, t) = G(y, t). Since C(F ∗1 ,G∗1) = I (F1,G1), the homotopies F ∗, G∗
deform the coincidence set I ∈ I(f ◦ pX,g ◦ pY ) to the empty set. 2
The natural question at this point is whether or not essential preimage classes can
become inessential as intersection classes, and whether or not essential intersection classes
can become inessential as coincidence classes. We will consider the existence of examples
in Section 4, but before we turn to examples, it is worth considering why such examples
might exist. That is, what is it about the transformation from coincidences to preimages
that is different from the other two? Since the issue is one of eliminating a Nielsen class
via a homotopy, we can focus the question more sharply: what are the differences in the
allowable homotopies, and the ways the transformations interact with them?
Actually, there are two differences, both important: whether a Nielsen class can be
deformed by modifying one map or two; and whether or not the transformation maps
homotopy classes surjectively onto homotopy classes. As we have already observed, the
preimage problem only allows one of the two quantities to be modified by a homotopy:
the function can be modified, but the subspace is held fixed. The consequence of the
transformation from preimages to intersections is precisely that the inclusion map ιY is
released from that constraint, and can also be modified by a homotopy. This enlarges
the allowable deformations of a Nielsen class, and creates a possibility that the Nielsen
class could be deformed to the identity. On the other hand, when a coincidence problem
is converted to a preimage problem, the diagonal is held fixed, and it is only the product
f × g that can be modified by a homotopy. But a homotopy of a product is a product of
homotopies, so the homotopy class is mapped onto, and there are no “new” homotopies
that could be used to eliminate a Nielsen class.
In contrast, when an intersection problem is converted to a coincidence problem, both
problems allow both functions to be deformed by a homotopy. But the transformations
from homotopy classes to homotopy classes are not surjective. Given f :X→ Z← Y :g,
the corresponding coincidence problem from X× Y to Z involves two maps which factor
through X and Y , respectively. Consequently, and homotopies of f and g likewise factor
through X and Y . Clearly, there are in general maps homotopic to fpX and gpY that do
not factor through X and Y , so the transformation does not map homotopy classes onto
homotopy classes. This creates the possibility that something in the enlarged homotopy
class might allow a Nielsen class to be deformed to the identity, while nothing in the
restricted class does.
The bottom line is that the transformation from coincidences to preimages does not
enlarge the set of homotopies that might deform a Nielsen class to the empty set; while the
other two transformations do enlarge the sets of homotopies, and so have the possibility of
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transforming an essential class into an inessential one. We will see in the next section that
this cannot happen to algebraically essential classes, but examples in Section 4 will show
that it can happen for topologically essential classes.
3.5. Algebraic indices
Algebraic indices provide a much tighter control over the behavior of Nielsen classes.
If the transformations preserve those indices, they will then preserve the invariants derived
from them. The crucial step, then, is:
Proposition 3.4.
(1) Suppose X,Y,Z are compact orientable manifolds with dim(X) + dim(Y ) =
dim(Z). Given f :X→Z← Y :g, and intersection class I ⊂ I (f, g),
Ind(f, g; I)= Ind(fpX,gpY ; I).
(2) Suppose X and Z are compact orientable manifolds of the same dimension. Given
f,g :X→Z, and coincidence class C ⊂ C(f,g),
Ind(f, g;C)= Ind(f × g,∆(Z);C).
(3) Suppose X and Z are compact orientable manifolds and Y ⊂ Z is a compact
submanifold such that dim(X)+dim(Y )= dim(Z). Given f :X→Z and preimage
class P ⊂ P(f ;Y ),
Ind(f ;P)= Ind(f, ιY ; (id× f )(P )).
Proof. The first two are trivially index-preserving. There is nothing to compute: we simply
must observe that if the transformations are applied to either a coincidence or intersection
problem, and the homological compositions needed to compute the indices are compared,
they are seen to be precisely equal. That is, if the intersection problem f :X→ Z← Y :g
is converted to a preimage problem, it becomes f × g :X× Y →Z×Z⊃∆(Z). Both the
intersection problem and preimage problem have indices computed by
Hn(X× Y ) Hn(X× Y,X× Y \ V ) Hn(U,U \ V )
(f×g)∗
Hn
(
Z×Z,Z×Z \∆(Z)).
Similarly, if the coincidence problem f,g :X→ Z is converted to the preimage problem
f × g :X→ Z × Z ⊃ ∆(Z), then both the coincidence index and preimage index are
computed by
Hn(X) Hn(X,X \V ) Hn(U,U \V )(f×g)∗ Hn
(
Z×Z,Z×Z \∆(Z)).
For the third, if V ⊂ U are neighborhoods of the preimage set P ⊂ X, then U × Y ⊂
V ×Y are neighborhoods of the intersection set (id×f )(P )⊂X×Y . The preimage index
is computed by the composition
Hm(X) Hm(X,X \V ) Hm(U,U \V ) f∗ Hm(Z,Z \ Y ),
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while the intersection problem it transforms into has index computed by the composition
Hn(X× Y ) Hn
(
X× Y, (X \ V )× Y ) Hn(U × Y, (U \ V )× Y )
(f×ιY )∗
Hn
(
Z×Z,Z×Z \∆(Z)).
If UY ∈ H(n−m)(Y ) is the generator, then applying the cross product with UY to the
first sequence yields the commutative diagram
Hm(X)
×UY
Hn(X× Y )
Hm(X,X \ V ) ×UY Hn(X× Y, (X \ V )× Y )
Hm(U,U \ V ) ×UY
f∗
Hn(U × Y, (U \ V )× Y )
(f×ιY )∗ (f×ιY )∗
Hm(Z,Z \ Y ) ×UY Hn(Z× Y, (Z \ Y )× Y ) id×ιY Hn(Z×Z,Z×Z \∆(Z)) 2
Corollary 3.5. When defined, Lefschetz numbers are preserved by all three transforma-
tions.
(1) Suppose X,Y,Z are compact orientable manifolds with dim(X) + dim(Y ) =
dim(Z). For every f :X→Z← Y :g,
LI(f, g)= L(fpX,gpY ).
(2) Suppose X and Z are compact orientable manifolds of the same dimension. For
every f,g :X→Z,
L(f,g)= L(f × g;∆(Z)).
(3) Suppose X and Z are compact orientable manifolds and Y ⊂ Z is a compact
submanifold such that dim(X)+ dim(Y )= dim(Z). For every f :X→ Z,
L(f ;Y )= LI(f, ιY ).
Since the index is preserved by all of the transformations, this means that algebraically
essential classes are transformed to algebraically essential classes; and algebraically
inessential classes are transformed to algebraically inessential classes. The significance
of this for Nielsen numbers is clear:
Theorem 3.6. When defined, algebraic Nielsen numbers are preserved by all three
transformations.
(1) Suppose X,Y,Z are compact orientable manifolds with dim(X) + dim(Y ) =
dim(Z). Then for every intersection problem f :X→ Z← Y :g,
NIa(f, g)=Na(fpX,gpY ).
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(2) Suppose X and Z are compact orientable manifolds of the same dimension. Then
for every coincidence problem f,g :X→ Z,
Na(f,g)=Na
(
f × g;∆(Z)).
(3) Suppose X and Z are compact orientable manifolds and Y ⊂ Z is a compact
submanifold such that dim(X)+ dim(Y )= dim(Z). Then for every f :X→ Z,
Na(f ;Y )= NIa(f, ιY ).
We will see in Section 3.7 that this result, complied with the Wecken property, will allow
us to formulate similar invariance results for the (topological) Nielsen numbers.
3.6. Homotopy invariance
Before considering the relationship between the transformations and the Wecken
property, we need to consider how the transformations modify the quantities MC, MI
and MP. The essential features have already been considered in Section 3.4: if the
transformation maps homotopy classes onto homotopy classes, then the minimum number
of overlaps cannot change; but if the transformation does not, then the minimum number
of overlaps could be reduced. This can be formalized as:
Proposition 3.7. For every intersection problem f :X→ Z← Y :g,
MI(f, g)>MC(fpX,gpY ).
For every coincidence problem f,g :X→Z,
MC(f, g)=MP(f × g;∆(Z)).
For every f :X→Z ⊃ Y ,
MP(f ;Y )>MI(f, ιY ).
Thus the transformation from coincidences to preimages preserves both N(f,g) and
MC(f, g). The other two transformations have the potential for changing both quantities.
In fact, in Section 4.2 there is an example in which MP(f ;Y )=∞ but MI(f, ιY )= 0.
3.7. The Wecken property
We now consider the effect the transformations have on the Wecken property.
The natural question to ask is, if an overlap problem satisfies the Wecken property,
must any transform of it also satisfy the Wecken property? We cannot prove this in
general, for the same reasons discussed in Section 3.4: we cannot guarantee that an
essential class remains essential under the transformations. But, when essential classes
are preserved by a transformation, so is the Wecken property. Since both the Wecken
property and the preservation of essential classes are guaranteed for manifolds (with the
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appropriate dimensions), we can guarantee the preservation of the Wecken property for
manifolds.
Theorem 3.8. If an overlap problem satisfies the Wecken property, and a transformation
applied to it preserves Nielsen numbers, then the problem’s transform also satisfies the
Wecken property. In particular:
(1) Suppose X,Y,Z are compact orientable manifolds such that dim(X) + dim(Y ) =
dim(Z) and max{dim(X),dim(Y )}> 3. For every f :X→ Z← Y :g,
NIa(f, g) = NI(f, g) = MI(f, g)
= = =
Na(fpX,gpY ) = N(fpX,gpY ) = MC(fpX,gpY )
If f and g realize MI(f, g), then fpX and gpY realize MC(fpX,gpY ).
(2) Suppose X and Z are compact orientable manifolds with dim(X) = dim(Z) > 3.
For every f,g :X→ Z,
Na(f,g) = N(f,g) = MC(f, g)
= = =
Na(f × g;∆(Z)) = N(f × g;∆(Z)) = MP(f × g;∆(Z))
If f and g realize MC(f, g), then f × g realizes MC(f × g;∆(Z)).
(3) Suppose X and Z are compact orientable manifolds and Y ⊂ Z is a compact
submanifold such that dim(X) + dim(B) = dim(Z), with dim(X) > 3. For every
f :X→Z,
Na(f ;Y ) = N(f ;Y ) = MP(f ;Y )
= = =
NIa(f, ιY ) = NI(f, ιY ) = MI(f, ιY )
If f realizes MP(f ;Y ), then f and ιY realize MI(f, ιY ).
As indicated in [2,7], there are situations in which a two-sided relation behaves like a
one-sided relation (i.e., in which, if a Nielsen class can be removed by deforming both
maps, then it can also be removed by deforming only one of the maps). In the works
cited, it is shown that the pair f ′ ' f :X→ Z, g′ ' g :X→ Z with exactly MC(f, g)
coincidences can be obtained by holding f ′ = f and modifying only g. Similarly, it was
shown in [11] that at most an arbitrarily small perturbation of one map is required (to
make the map an embedding, or to create only clean double points), and then the minimum
MI(f, g) can be achieved by modifying only the other map. If one of the maps is already an
embedding, then it can be held constant to achieve MI(f, g) intersection points. Since the
preimage problem is already restricted to a one-sided relation, there is no direct analogue
to these results. A reasonable approximation is to ask what happens if the set Y is allowed
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to vary: if Y0, Y1 ⊂ Z and the embeddings ιi :Yi → Z are isotopic (or even homotopic),
how are N(f ;Y0) and N(f ;Y1) related? The ability to transform preimage problems into
intersection problems provides an answer.
Corollary 3.9. Suppose X and Z are compact orientable manifolds with dim(X) > 3,
and ιY :Y → Z is an embedding of a compact orientable manifold such that dim(X) +
dim(Y ) = dim(Z). Then the Nielsen number N(f ; ιY (Y )) does not depend on the set
ιY (B), but only on the homotopy type of ιY . That is, if ι0 ' ι1 :Y →Z, then N(f ; ι0(Y ))=
N(f ; ι1(Y )).
While this could certainly be proved directly, without reference to intersection numbers,
the invariance follows naturally and immediately from the fact that each N(f ; ιi(Y )) =
NI(f, ιi).
4. Examples
We now consider two types of examples. First, to illustrate how the transformations
can transfer results from one Nielsen theory to another, we consider Nielsen numbers
for torus maps. Next, we illustrate some of the limitations of the transformations via
counterexamples.
4.1. Tori
It is well known [1,4] that∣∣L(f,g)∣∣=N(f,g)=MC(f, g)= ∣∣det(f1∗ − g1∗)∣∣ for all f,g :T n→ T n,
where f1∗, g1∗ :H1(T n)→ H1(T n) are the induced maps on homology. It is natural to
ask if similar formulae exist for the preimage and intersection problems, and to ask if the
ability to transform those problems into coincidence problems is useful in establishing the
formulae.
First, the usual reasoning by analogy suggests that there should be equalities∣∣LI(f, g)∣∣= NI(f, g)=MI(f, g)
for all f :T p→ T p+q← T q :g, and∣∣L(f ;T q)∣∣=N(f ;T q)=MP(f ;T q)
for all f :T p → T p+q ⊃ T q . Further, both of these should have formulations in terms
of determinants. The reasonableness of these conjectures can be tested by pushing the
coincidence formulae forward via the transformations. The hypotheses of Theorem 3.8
obtain, so we have∣∣L(f × g;∆(T n))∣∣=N(f × g;∆(T n))=MP(f × g;∆(T n))= ∣∣det(f1∗ − g1∗)∣∣
and ∣∣LI(f × g, ι∆)∣∣=N(f × g, ι∆)=MP(f × g, ι∆)= ∣∣det(f1∗ − g1∗)∣∣.
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Of course, not all preimage and intersection problems for tori can be obtained as transforms
of coincidence problems, so this does not give the complete result. But it is certainly
evidence that the conjectured equalities are valid. As motivation, the only unsatisfactory
aspect of these formulae is the determinant formulations. We would expect preimage and
intersection problems with range T 2n to involve 2n× 2n determinants, rather than n× n
determinants. Further, we would expect the determinant to involve
f1∗ × g1∗ :H1(T n)→H1(T n)⊕H1(T n) and
ι∆ = id× id :H1(T n)→H1(T n)⊕H1(T n).
These deficiencies are easily remedied. It is fairly easy to find a 2n× 2n matrix involving
these quantities whose determinant is equal (up to a sign) to det(f1∗ − g1∗). If we form the
2n× 2n matrix
A=
[
f1∗ id
g1∗ id
]
,
then |det(A)| = |det(f1∗ − g1∗)|.
In this fashion, pushing the results from coincidences forward gives us a mechanism for
establishing reasonable conjectures for the intersection and preimage problems. We now
use the coincidence formula to show that the intersection and preimage formulae are true
in general. To do so, we take the preimage and intersection problems for tori, transform
them into coincidence problems, apply the coincidence formula, then show that it can be
pulled back to give the desired preimage and intersection formulae. The last step can only
be carried out if we can apply Theorem 3.8. Thanks to the following lemma, we can.
Lemma 4.1. Given f :T p→ T n← T q :g, there are representatives F ∈ [f ],G ∈ [g] in
the homotopy classes such that∣∣I (F,G)∣∣=MI(f, g)=MC(fp1, gp2).
If the homotopy class [g] contains an embedding, then G can be chosen to be an
embedding.
Proof. In light of Proposition 3.7, it suffices to produceF andG such thatC(Fp1,Gp2)=
MC(fp1, gp2). This is easily done. For any two maps φ,ψ :T n→ T n, letΦ,Ψ :T n→ T n
be the unique endomorphisms of T n in the homotopy classes. If C(Φ,Ψ ) is not discrete,
there is an arbitrarily small translation τ :T n → T n, isotopic to the identity, such that
C(τΦ,Ψ )= ∅.
Now, if F :T p→ T n andG :T q→ T n are the unique homomorphisms in the homotopy
classes [f ] and [g], then Fp1 and Gp2 are the unique homomorphisms representing [fp1]
and [gp2]. If the coincidence set is discrete, then C(Fp1,Gp2) = MC(fp1, gp2). If the
coincidence set is not discrete, then replace F with τF ∈ [f ], and C(τFp1,Gp2)= ∅.
If the homotopy class of g :T q → T n contains an embedding, then the corresponding
homomorphismG :T q→ T n will be an embedding.
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Using this, we can use the transformations to prove:
Theorem 4.2. Given f :T p→ T n← T q :g with p+ q = n,
NIa(f, g)= NI(f, g)=MI(f, g)=
∣∣LI(f, g)∣∣= ∣∣det[f1∗ g1∗]∣∣,
where the matrix [f1∗ g1∗] is the n × n matrix whose first p columns are the columns
of f1∗ :H1(T p)→H1(T n) and whose last q columns are the columns of g1∗ :H1(T q)→
H1(T n). Similarly, if f :T p→ T n ⊂ T q with p+ q = n, then
Na(f ;T q)=N(f ;T q)=MP(f ;T q)=
∣∣L(f ;T q)∣∣= ∣∣det[ρf1∗]∣∣,
where ρ :T n→ T n/ι(T q)∼= T p is the homomorphism with kernel ι(T q).
Proof. Given f :T p→ T n← T q :g, take the representatives F,G guaranteed by Lem-
ma 4.1. Then
Na(Fp1,Gp2)=N(Fp1,Gp2)=MC(Fp1,Gp2)=
∣∣L(Fp1,Gp2)∣∣
= ∣∣det [(Fp1)1∗ − (Gp2)1∗]∣∣.
Since NIa(f, g)=Na(fp1, gp2) and MI(f, g)=MC(fp1, gp2), the inequalities NIa(f, g)
6NI(f, g)6MI(f, g) become equalities. Further, since LI(f, g)= L(fp1, gp2),∣∣LI(f, g)∣∣= NI(f, g).
The arguments for preimages are the same, since Lemma 4.1 allows us to choose G
as a representative embedding, and Corollary 3.9 shows that the Nielsen numbers are
independent of the the representative chosen.
This leaves only the determinant calculations. It suffices to show that
det
[
(Fp1)1∗ − (Gp2)1∗
]= det[F1∗ G1∗].
But Fp1 = [F1∗ 0] and Gp2 = [0 G1∗], so∣∣det [(Fp1)1∗ − (Gp2)1∗]∣∣= ∣∣det[F1∗ −G1∗]∣∣= ∣∣det[F1∗ G1∗]∣∣.
For the preimage problem, if ι :T q→ T n is an embedding, then ι1∗ :H1(T q)→H1(T n)
is injective with torsion-free cokernel. We can choose a basis for H1(T q), move it forward
via ι1∗ to a linearly independent set in H1(T n) and extend that set to a basis for H1(T n).
Then the matrix [f1∗ ι1∗] has the form[ ∗ id
ρf1∗ 0
]
.
Clearly, |det[f1∗ ι1∗]| = |det[ρf1∗]|. 2
4.2. Counterexamples
We conclude by presenting a simple example to show that the preimage→ intersection
transformation need not preserve the Nielsen number, nor the minimum number of
preimages in the homotopy class. For a relatively simple example, let X = S2, Y = S1 and
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Z = S2 ∪S1 D2, where Z is formed by attaching a 2-disk to a sphere along its equator, and
the embedding ιY :S1→ Z is the equatorial embedding. Let f :S2→ Z be the inclusion
of the sphere into Z.
Since Z is simply connected, the preimage problem admits a single Reidemeister
class, and a single Nielsen class. Standard degree arguments show that every map in
[f ] must map onto the sphere, and so map onto Y . Thus the single Nielsen class is
essential, and N(f ;Y ) = 1. On the other hand, if we consider the intersection problem
f :S2→Z← S1 : ι, then ι can clearly be deformed off of the equator and into the interior
of D2. The maps are then intersection-free, so NI(f, ι) = 0. Note that the deformation ιt
of Y can clearly be done through a family of embeddings, so N(f ; ιt (Y )) depends on the
embedding ιt .
Thus the transformation from preimages to intersections need not preserve the Nielsen
numbers, while the transformation from coincidences to preimages always does. The
status of the transformation from intersections to preimages is less clear. The arguments
in Section 3.4 suggest that examples should exist with NI(f, g) > N(fpX,gpY ), but at
this writing no such examples are known. An intriguing candidate for such an example
can be identified, however. In [9,10], Jiang produced examples, for every surface S with
χ(S) < 0, of surface maps f :S→ S with N(f ) <MF(f ). Actually, inspection of Jiang’s
work reveals that what was actually proven is
Na(f, id) < N(f, id) < MC(f, id)
Na
(
f × id;∆(S)) < N(f × id;∆(S)) < MP(f × id;∆(S)).
That is, Jiang transformed the fixed point/coincidence problem into a preimage problem,
and showed that Na(f × id;∆(S))= 0, N(f × id;∆(S))= 1, MP(f × id;∆(S))= 2.
Note that this non-Wecken example just falls in the gap in dimensions allowed by
Theorem 2.3. If transformed into the intersection problem
f × id :S→ S × S← S : ι∆,
it still falls into the dimension 2 gap, and so could still be non-Wecken. But if the
intersection problem is then transformed into the coincidence problem
(f × id) ◦ p1, ι∆ ◦ p2 :S × S→ S × S,
then the Wecken theorem applies, and
Na
(
(f × id) ◦ p1, ι∆ ◦ p2
)=N((f × id) ◦ p1, ι∆ ◦ p2)
=MC((f × id) ◦ p1, ι∆ ◦ p2)= 0.
Thus we have 1 = N(f × id;∆(S)) > NI(f × id, ι∆) > N((f × id) ◦ p1, ι∆ ◦ p2 = 0.
Clearly, exactly one of the two transformations (from preimages to intersections, from
intersections to coincidences) is Nielsen-number preserving. But which?
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5. Conclusion
So far, we have examined how the basic ingredients of Nielsen theory behave under
the various transformations. A natural continuation of this line of work would be to
consider how the more advanced Nielsen theory elements transform: the Jiang condition;
functoriality; fibrations; relative theories; etc. All of these elements have been developed
for the coincidence and intersection theories, but not for the preimage theory. Both the
traditional reasoning by analogy and the transformations themselves should serve to guide
the development of these additional elements of Nielsen preimage theory. And once they
are in place, the effect of the transformations on them should be relatively straightforward
to determine.
More subtle and more interesting is the relationship between the transformations
and the Wecken property. In the examples in Section 4.2, two things happen together:
a non-Wecken problem is transformed into a Wecken problem; and the Nielsen numbers
change in the process. In Theorem 3.8, two things happen together: a Wecken problem
is transformed into a Wecken problem; and the Nielsen numbers are preserved by the
transformation. Are these indicative of a deeper relationship? Do Wecken problems always
transform into Wecken problems? Do the transformations only change the Nielsen numbers
by transforming a Wecken problem into a non-Wecken problem?
While it is satisfying to see the analogies between the theories captured formally by
the transformations, our interest ultimately lies in the three Nielsen theories themselves.
The transformations from one to another will only be of real value if they enhance our
understanding of the individual theories. That is, does the fact that intersections can be
transformed into coincidences tell us anything new about Nielsen intersection numbers?
Does the fact that certain preimage problems can be pulled back to coincidence problems
shed any light on them?
Other Relations. There is another relationship between intersection numbers and coin-
cidence numbers that we might enquire about. Given f,g :X→ Z, we can consider both
Coin(f, g) and Int(f, g), and define both N(f,g) and NI(f, g). Is there any relationship
between N(f,g) and NI(f, g)? Clearly, Coin(f, g) ⊂ Int(f, g), so one might expect that
N(f,g)6 NI(f, g). Unfortunately, we have examples of the following type.
Parameterize S1 by angle θ , and for every integer n, define rn :S1 → S1 defined by
rn(θ)= nθ . Then N(rn, id)= |n− 1|. But for any n, Int(rn, id) is simply the graph of rn
in S1 × S1. Further, any map g ' id is surjective, so for every f ' rn and every θ ∈ S1,
there exists a θ ′ such that f (θ)= g(θ ′). So Int(f, g) 6= ∅, and Int(rn, id) consists of a single
essential intersection class, and NI(rn, id)= 1 for all n. In particular,N(rn, id)−NI(rn, id)
can be arbitrarily large.
On the other hand, there are some connections between coincidence classes and
intersection classes.
Proposition 5.1. Given f,g :X→ Y , each coincidence class lies in a single intersection
class, and every intersection Reidemeister class lies in a single coincidence Reidemeister
class.
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Certainly, every coincidence class lies in a single intersection class, so there is a well-
defined function C(f, g)→ I(f, g). Moreover, if C is an essential coincidence class,
then no homotopy of f or g can remove it as a coincidence set, so no homotopy can
remove it as an intersection set. That is, essential coincidence classes map to essential
intersection classes. If the function C(f, g)→ I(f, g) is one-to-one on essential classes,
then N(f,g)6 NI(f, g).
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